Solidarity Tour | Seminar #4 | Programme
“Meetings and exchanges with young refugees and migrants”
*Athens, Greece, 16 – 18th October 2019*

**Wednesday 16 October**

The participants arrive in Athens throughout the day.

Check-in at the hotel:  
*Areos Hotel, Boumpoulinas 19*  
10682, Athens Greece  
Tel: +30 210 8259540

17:00 – 19:00  
City tour of Athens.

20:00  
Dinner  
*Home, 56 Kolokotroni St/2 Nikiou Street*

**Thursday 17 October**

*ARSIS’ education centre "Simeio"*  
*38 Aristotelous str, Athens (2nd floor)*

09:30  
Arrival of the participants.

09:45 – 10:20  
Introductory presentations  
Official beginning of the partnership

- A representative of the Association for the Social Support of Youth (ARSIS), Presentation of ARSIS activities.

- Clotilde Warin, Editor-in-Chief of *La Revue* and Coordinator of the working group on Migration, Confrontations Europe.  
Brief overview of the EU migration and refugee policy. Presentation of Confrontations Europe’s positions on the migration issue.
11:15 – 12:15 Visit, presentation and discussions at ARSIS’ shelter for unaccompanied minor refugees.
Address: 56, Megalou Alejandrou, Metaxourgeio, Athens

12:30 – 13:45 Working Groups (4 groups/4 themes) + Lunch
Address: Restaurant Pyrolithi
117 Megalou Alexandrou str Kerameikos area

- **Group 1**: Immigrants and Refugees: the issue of children’s rights and education.
- **Group 2**: Which Greek and European political solutions for migrants and refugees?
- **Group 3**: Legal questions and human issues.
- **Group 4**: How to address the different forms of violence (racist violence, family violence and criminal violence)?

14:00 – 19:45

**GREEK FILM ARCHIVE / TAINIOTHIKI TIS ELLADOS**
48, Iera Odos Str. & 134 - 136, Megalou Alexandrou Str.
GR-10435, Athens (Kerameikos Metro Station)

14:00 – 15:00 Working groups: elaboration of joint recommendations

15:00 – 16:30 Presentation of the joint recommendations and discussion with experts.

- **Lampros Kontogeorgos**, Communication Assistant to the Head of Representation, European Commission’s Representation in Greece.
- **Dr. Vitsentzatos Athanasios**, Director of Social Integration Directorate, Secretariat General of Migration Policy, Reception and Asylum, Ministry of Citizen Protection, Hellenic Republic
- **Andrea Contenta**, Advocacy Coordinator, Doctors Without Borders.
- **Petros Mastakas**, Protection Officer, United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) in Greece.

**Moderation**: Clotilde Warin, Confrontations Europe.
16:30 – 17:00 Summary and conclusions between the participants and the panel.

17:00 – 17:45 Break

17:45 – 19:30 Cultural event: film screening.

In partnership with the Greek Film Archive and Pausilypon films

Film: “MILAD – My Planet” (Pausilypon Films) presented by:

- **Maria Komninos**, Director of the Greek Film Archive.

- **Menelaos Karamaghiolis**, Director of the film “MILAD – My Planet”. Dedicated to immigration and refugee issues, Menealos Karamaghiolis produces films on the subject and founded a dedicated platform which has been producing films staging antiheroes and revealing stories transcending frontiers and stereotypes, turning the filmmaking process into an operational ‘tool’ for the protagonists. These films also serve as a tool to claim for solutions. The basic goal of these films is to redefine narration in a cinema which is looking for neglected and genuine heroes in reality, and to awaken and serve as an essential tool for dialogue and social intervention.

20:30 Dinner

**Friday 18 October**

11:00 – 13:00 Visit of the Benaki Museum

*Koumpari 1, Athina 106 74*

Departure of the participants.